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THE MOST IMPORTANT 
OF OUR WORK: 

ARE YOU.

With personal passion and decades of expertise, 
we develop and produce the right acoustic solution 
from the sustainable material wood with and 
for our customers. 

Always with the highest aesthetic standards, the 
best quality and personal advice.“



BETTER 
SOUND 
WORTH 
TO SEE
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ROOM ACOUSTICS



Room acoustics is a sub-topic of   acoustics that deals with the impact of structural conditions in a room on the 
sound events that take place in it. 
The focus is on the design of the perceptibility of sound events in concert halls, offices, classrooms and other 
types of rooms. In many everyday situations, room acoustics play an increasingly important role and are  
included in the planning.

When sound in form of speech or music hits a surface, it is partially reflected.
The harder or smoother a surface, the more sound is reflected. This creates an audible reverberation, which 
worsens the acoustics in the room accordingly. An extended reverberation time is at the expense of speech 
intelligibility and has a negative effect on well-being and health.

This is where we come into play!

We develop high-quality, sound-absorbing acoustic elements that effectively shorten the reverberation time. 

With us you will hear what is important - exactly the way it should be!

akustikplus 
Who we are.

We are more than a highly specialized company for the development and manufacture of acoustically  
effective products. akustikplus is your partner when it comes to individual advice and finding solutions for 
your project.
 
We combine a production „Made in Germany“ with a high degree of innovation, special knowledge and more 
than 100 years of tradition. Many of our products and manufacturing processes are specially invented and 
patented by us.
Whether standard or custom made - akustikplus stands for innovative acoustic solutions made of wood.

Room acoustics 
Long story short.
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Core competencies 
What you can expect from us.

COMPETENCE IN DEVELOPMENT
because innøvation is our standard!

COMPETENCE IN SOLUTIONS
because we focus on the solution - not on the problem! 

COMPETENCE IN MANUFACTURING
because we provide quality, that speaks for itself! 
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Whether we are talking about new buildings, renovation work or subsequent installations - the requirements 
for optimal room acoustics are becoming increasingly important and are getting into the focus of planning.

We present FOUR selected areas of application in which our products are used. 

Our tailor-made solutions are as diverse as today`s  
modern  workplaces. 
We see ourselves as specialists in contemporary  
office design and innovative working environments.

Whether as a striking design element or a subtle 
addition - our extensive product portfolio offers the 
right solution for every need.

OFFICE 

Whether in restaurants, bars, hotels or convention 
centers - room acoustics must be taken into account 
in all facilities where people come together and 
communicate with each other. 

Improved acoustics in public spaces lead to less  
noise, facilitate communication, create a more  
pleasant atmosphere for conversations and thus 
have a positive influence on the perceived quality of 
stay.

HOSPITALITY

Areas of application  
Where our products are used. 
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Our products are perfectly suited for projects in 
which acoustics are the focus of planning and a 
high-quality look is required.
From the imposing Crocus Hall in Moscow to the 
world-famous Elbphilharmonie in Hamburg to the 
Alps to the spectacular concert hall in Andermatt: 

We are at home in the concert halls of the world.

LIFESTYLE

The relevance of room acoustics in educational 
institutions is scientifically justified and has been 
proven in practice.
A poor and insufficient acoustic design of rooms 
impairs cognitive performance (lack of concen-
tration), safety (ignored alarm signals), health 
(noise-related headaches) and well-being 
(restless atmosphere).

EDUCATION 

Further examples 
of our areas of application 

can be found on our website 
www.akustik-plus.com/en
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ACOUSTIC
BOARDS
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proline



core board:   MDF (16 | 18 | 19 mm) or
    gypsum (16,5 | 18,5 mm)
    acoustically effective drilled 
    fastening bar on the rear

dimensions:   MDF:  max. 3.600 x 1.320 mm 
      configurable 
    gypsum: max. 3.100 x 1.260 mm
      configurable  

surface:   veneer and decor according p. 78ff.
    other surfaces on request

edges:    not processed
    edge all around (according surface) 
    groove and fold all around 

fire classification:  Detailed information of each product 
    can be found on our website, 
    or will be shared with you on request. 

formaldehyde:   E1 in composite 

substructure:   (optional) provided on p. 28ff. 

Technical specifications

proline
configurable acoustic boards

Our proline acoustic panels are individually configurable  
acoustic elements. The acoustic absorbers are suitable due to 
the various carrier plates with webs and non-perforated areas 
for both wall and ceiling mounting.
Individual configuration options and diverse surface finishes 
make the product line universally applicable and ideal for pro-
jects.
In addition, we offer a suitable one for wall mounting sub- 
structure. This is particularly recommended in combination with 
our fire protection program.
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Microperforations* 
 
finest 1,8/1,8/0,5
classic 3/3/1
select 4/4/1,5  

Perforations* 
 
8/8/2 [3,4,5]
6,4/6,4/1,5 [2,3,4]
10,6/10,6/3 
16/16/5 [8,10]
akustografie 

Slits**

8/2
16/2 [3,4] 
32/2 [3,4] 
24/4
stripes [2,3]

Delivery program

*description perforation:  e.g. 8/8/3 = 8 mm distance (horizonal) and 8 mm (vertical) from center   
    to center (hole) with a diameter of 3 mm. 

**description slits:   e.g. 16/2 = 16 mm distance from center to center (slot)  with 2 mm slit and a  
    14 mm bridge between. 

front

hole-free areas for mounting the substructure 

horizontal assembly vertical assembly

(Sample-) construction

back 
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Other variants 
on request!
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finest 1,8/1,8/0,5 mm | surface: CPL Sorano oak*

classic 3/3/1 mm | surface: veneer American walnut

select 4/4/1,5 mm | surface: veneer Canadian Maple

8/8/3 mm | surface: decor Bardolino oak*

akustografie, motif „balance“ | surface: CPL white

linear 16/3 [2] | surface: CPL Lakeland acacia*

Below you will find a selection from our delivery program.
Depending on the project, we offer individual perforations or slits.

proline configurable acoustic boards
variants
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* wood effect

Sound absorption values

Our proline acoustic elements stand for maximum design freedom. All components can be configure 
individually, so you will always find the perfect solution for your project.
To compare some of the different versions provided by us , the absorption values   for a wall distance of 200 mm 
are compared here.

(total) build up 

cavity (open)

mineral wool

panel thickness

frequency [Hz]

125

250

500

1.000

2.000

4.000

αw

NRC

SAA

absorption class

finest

216 mm

150 mm

50 mm

16 mm

 αs

0,48

0,46

0,85

1,01

0,91

0,77

0,90

0,95

0,93

A

classic

216 mm

150 mm

50 mm

16 mm

 αs

0,47

0,98

0,91

0,98

0,92

0,76

0,90

0,95

0,94

A

select

216 mm

150 mm

50 mm

16 mm

 αs

0,41

0,99

0,95

0,96

0,90

0,71

0,90

0,95

0,94

A

8/8/3

216 mm

150 mm

50 mm

16 mm

 αs

0,47

0,83

0,81

0,91

0,74

0,50

0,70

0,80

0,81

C

akustografie

216 mm

150 mm

50 mm

16 mm

 αs

0,40

0,99

0,91

0,98

0,89

0,77

0,95

0,95

0,93

A

16/2

216 mm

150 mm

50 mm

16 mm

 αs

0,51

0,99

0,89

0,89

0,78

0,71

0,80

0,90

0,86

B

16/3

216 mm

150 mm

50 mm

16 mm

 αs

0,53

0,94

0,91

0,93

0,85

0,77

0,90

0,90

0,90

A

cavity (150 mm)

acoustic board (16 mm)

mineral wool (50 mm)

wall/ceiling 

Absorption values refer to the total build up of 216 mm shown here (see illustration). 
Changing these construction will also affect a change of the values provided here.
Absorption values   for other construction depths can be found on our website. 

The installation of the acoustic panels is very user-
friendly. A suitable substructure (p. 28 ff.) saves time 
and money.
The sound absorbing boards have excellent acoustic 
properties and can be used in any installation 
situation.
Custom-fit and revisable, we offer the system solution 
in a variety of perforations and slits.

(Sample-) build up

Assembly notice
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HERENGRACHT KERK
LEIDEN | NETHERLANDS

Boudewijn Boer

proline finest CPL, Hard Maple Champagne



dimensions:   2.800 x 1.320 mm
    perforated usable length CPL = 2.770 mm 
    perforated usable width CPL = 1.290 mm

total thickness:   approx. 20 mm

core board:   MDF | gypsum 
    drilled (acoustically effective)
    T208 | T400 | T600 with hole-free edges and  (S. 22 ff.)
    
fire classification:  Detailed information of each product 
    can be found on our website, 
    or we will be shared with you on request. 

formaldehyde:   E1 in composite 

Acoustic boards from our proline in the micro-perforations finest, classic and select are specifically aimed at 
the needs of processors. 
The large-format acoustic boards are available in optimized dimensions with laminate, veneer and colored 
paint and perfect for furniture construction.

Technical specifications

Edging is also possible when the perforated area is cut!

proline
acoustic baords for furniture

18

Build-up options

veneer | decor 

(acoustic-) fleece (black)

core baord (MDF | gypsum)

backing layer

(acoustic-) fleece (black)

veneer | decor 

(acoustic-) fleece (black)

core baord (MDF | gypsum)

back (analogous  front)

(acoustic-) fleece (black)

The acoustic boards, which are decorative on both sides, have a symmetrical structure and are therefore  
perfect for furniture construction.
The elements are extremely low-distortion and resistant to mechanical strain.

one-sided decorative

two-sided decorative
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Depending on the installation situation, you can choose 
between one-sided and two-sided decorative acoustic 
boards:
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classic 3/3/1  mm
open surface 8,7% | 111.111 holes/m2

finest 1,8/1,8/0,5  mm
open surface 6,1% | 308.642 holes/m2

Almost inivisible - our three standard micro-preforations finest, classic and select represent optical  
understatement. 
Despite the minimalist design, the versions achieve a maximum acoustic effect. The perforation patterns are 
used in a wide variety of installation situations. Below you will find the sound absorption values   for the most 
commonly used wall distances.

Hole patterns on scale 1:1
finest 1,8/1,8/0,5 mm

420 mm

350 mm

50 mm

20 mm

 αs

0,61

0,84

0,83

0,99

0,95

0,86

0,95

0,90

0,90

A

classic 3/3/1 mm

420 mm

350 mm

50 mm

20 mm

 αs

0,62

0,81

0,84

1,02

0,94

0,85

0,95

0,90

0,90

A

(total) build up 

cavity (open)

mineral wool

panel thickness

frequency [Hz]

125

250

500

1.000

2.000

4.000

αw

NRC

SAA

absorption class

(total) build up 

cavity (open)

mineral wool

panel thickness

frequency [Hz]

125

250

500

1.000

2.000

4.000

αw

NRC

SAA

absorption class

proline acoustic boards for furniture construction
variants and sound absorption values 

NOTE: Data sheets and individual values   are available for download on our website www.akustik-plus.com.
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Absorption values   valid for one-sided construction.

Absorption values   valid for one-sided construction.

select 4/4/1,5  mm
open surface 11,0% | 62.500 holes/m2

select 4/4/1,5 mm

420 mm

350 mm

50 mm

20 mm

 αs

0,56

0,81

0,86

0,98

0,94

0,72

0,90

0,90

0,89

A

(total) build up 

cavity (open)

mineral wool

panel thickness

frequency [Hz]

125

250

500

1.000

2.000

4.000

αw

NRC

SAA

absorption class

0,0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1,0

1,2

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000
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Absorption values   valid for one-sided construction.



perfect fit for:

- revolving and sliding doors
- sections ideal for base and wall connections

- adjusted to standard folder height (OH)

core board T208
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208208

2.OH

3.OH

4.OH

5.OH

6.OH

universally applicable for:

   - wall and ceiling panels
   - cabinet sides/back panels    

   - shelves and construction 
shelves

lochfreie Bereiche für Beschlag-/Lochbohrung, Griffbefestigung
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In order to facilitate cutting and assembly, we have developed an optimized bar division into three Variants: 
T208, T400 and T600. 
These are geared in particular to the dimensional requirements in furniture construction. Due to the stiffening 
by horizontal bars, the proline acoustic boards are also suitable to use as acoustic ceiling sails.

When assembling furniture fronts, you can choose between one-sided decorative panels for sliding doors or 
ceiling sails and two-sided decorative panels for revolving doors.

proline acoustic boards for furniture construction
core boards

22

40

40

4064 6464 40

64 644064 64

core baord T400

The devision of the bridges 
of this carrier board is opti-
mized for cutting furniture 
fronts with a grid dimensi-
on of 400 mm.
3 door formats can be cut 
side by side from each 
acoustic element.
It can be used for one-
sided as well as two-sided 
decorative furniture doors. 
To every front we assigned 
one each 40 mm and 64 mm 
non perforated bridge to 
guarranty the best possible 
flexibility. Hinges and fit-
tings can be installed in this 
undrilled area. 

core board T600

This core board is designed 
for the optimized cutting of 
furniture fronts of 600 mm 
width. Two front formats 
can be assembled next to 
each other from the carrier 
plate with the least possib-
le waste.
The width of the vertical 
webs is 64 mm each, so 
that there is enough room 
to accommodate hardware 
systems (e.g. pot hinges, 
hinges, etc.).
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proline acoustic panels as furniture fronts.

24

Acoustically effective cabinet front in the appropriate folder height.

proline acoustic panel as a closet door.

25

proline acoustic boards for furniture construction
application examples



COURTHOUSE BUILDING
SALZBURG | AUSTRIA

Lukas Schaller | Rainer Taepper

proline finest, wood veneer oak, UV-lacquered



We have developed a special rail system for easy installation of the acoustic elements in the system
galvanized steel.
This system consists of the following components:

wall rail: WL 21/48  and panel rail: PL 16/48 (for assembly with tounge and groove) or
       PL 32/48 (for assembly with joint system)

The rails are supplied with a length of 4,000 mm. Both variants (PL 16/48 and 32/48) have oblong holes that are 
optimally matched to the fastening bars of the carrier - horizontally as well as vertically.
In comparison to conventional mounting rails, a favorable load distribution is achieved by the specific folding of 
the wall strip. The flat panel strip also significantly reduces the pressure on the screws.

The invisible fastening by hanging in enables easy disassembly and looks much better than a direct screw  
connection. The elements can be removed quickly and easily, and cables and pipes running behind them are 
easily accessible. In addition, the system enables tension-free assembly of the elements and their subsequent 
adjustment. In principle, a stroke (at least 16 mm) is necessary for all fastening methods using hanging in order 
to enable lifting and lowering. The stroke remains visible as a shadow gap.

The mounting system is statically tested. A proof can be viewed if required.

When using the substructure, we recommend two 
alternative joint designs that give your wall cladding 
a completely different appearance.

With the use of feathers, the mural appears homo-
geneous. The overall impression is determined by 
the selected surface.
If you opt for a striking joint backing, the panel 
structure becomes an additional design element.

The two types of installation are shown on the fol-
lowing pages both as a constructive detail and in the 
wall development with horizontal or vertical instal-
lation.

joint execution 

proline accessories
substructure and assembly
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panel rail PL 16/48 wall rail WL 21/48panel rail PL 32/48

substructure in detail

substructure:   ordinary substructures can be used

we recommend:   akustikplus wall system, not visible, consisting of:
     - panel rail PL16/48 or PL32/48 and
     - wall rail WL21/48

hanging system:  metal wall system based on the elements described below

Fastening the panel   using a simple screw connection
rail to the panel:   
 
panel rail:   galvanized sheet steel profile PL 16/48 for attachment to the back of the   
    panel and for hanging in wall rail WL 21/48
    Recommendation: additional use of assembly adhesive
    max. spacing of the panel strips: 600 mm

wall rail:   galvanized sheet steel profile WL 21/48 for attachment to wall stands
    max. distance of the wall rails: 600 mm

Static verification  mB Baustatik S011 2013.021 
according to DIN 1055:  mB Baustatik S730 2013.021
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Wandleiste
WL 21 / 48

Paneelleiste
 PL 16 / 48

panel rail PL 16/48 wall rail WL 21/48



Thanks to our assembly system with a suitable substructure and backed joint, all elements can also be  
dismantled later without any problems. Time-delayed installations can thus be carried out conveniently.  
For this you need at least a 16 mm „gap“ per element upwards (shadow gap) so that it can be removed.

horizontal mounting with additional strips as joint backing (16mm thickness)

wall rail 21/48

panel rail 32/48 panel rail 16/48
vertical mounting with backed joint

required accessories

proline accessories
substructure with joint backing 
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horizontal mounting with spring

detail view: horizontal mounting 
with spring

detail view: vertical mounting with springvertical mounting with spring

panel rail PL 16/48

wall rail WL 21/48

substructure with groove and tongue connection
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NEW TOWN HALL 
BODØ | NORWAY

Adam Mørk

proline finest, wood veneer ash tree, UV-lacquered



ACOUSTIC
PANELS

34

slimline



coreboard:   MDF | solid wood | gypsum 
    acoustically effective drilled 
    rear side with acoustic fleece (black) 

dimensions:   MDF:  2.784 x 192 mm 
      except: finest 2.768 x 192 mm
    solid wood: approx. 3.000 x 192 mm  
      length deviations are possible due to the material 
    gypsum: 2.540 x 192 mm (recommended) 
    
    other lengths upon request

total thickness:   MDF:  approx. 16 mm 
    solid wood: approx. 18 mm
    gypsum: approx. 18,5 mm

surface:   veneer and decor according p. 78ff.
    other surfaces on request

fire classification::  Detailed information of each product 
    can be found on our website, 
    or we will be shared with you on request. 

formaldehyde:   E1 in composite 

edges:    longitudinal edge:: groove & tongue connection 
    transverse edge: industrial saw cut

Technical specifications

High-quality in design, practical to condition and  
almost intuitive to assemble - our slimline products 
have always been very popular with our customers. 
We offer the acoustic panels in the standard format in 
a variety of perforations, linear slots and special de-
signs. With panel dimensions optimized for offcuts, 
you benefit on the one hand from the reduced assem-
bly time on walls and ceilings and on the other hand 
from the attractive price-performance ratio.
In addition, we offer exclusive mounting clips made of 
hardened stainless steel for this system.

slimline
acoustic panels

36

perforations*: 
 
finest 1,8/1,8/0,5 mm
select 4/4/1,5 mm
8/8/3 
akustografie
   

slots**:  

8/2
16/2 [3,4]
32/2 [3,4]
 

spcial designs:  

stripes [3,4] 
invisible 16/2 [3], 32/2 [3], stripes

    
 

Other versions possible on request!
     

* explanation of perforation:  sample 8/8/3 
    8 mm spacing horizontally and 8 mm
    vertically from hole center to hole center
    with a hole diameter of 3 mm.

** explanation of slitting:  sample 16/2
    16 mm distance from groove center to
    groove center with a groove width of 2 mm.
    Corresponds to a bridge width of 14 mm. 

variants 
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slimline finest 1,8/1,8/0,5

sound absorption values - finest 4/4/1,5

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) - 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,80 0,90 0,95

NRC 0,85 0,95 0,90

SAA 0,85 0,93 0,90
absorption class B A A

slimline select 4/4/1,5

sound absorption values - select 4/4/1,5

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) - 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,65 0,90 0,90
NRC 0,80 0,95 0,90
SAA 0,78 0,94 0,89

absorption class C A A

38

slimline 8/8/3

sound absorption values - 8/8/3

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) ohne 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,65 0,70 0,70
NRC 0,80 0,80 0,80
SAA 0,81 0,81 0,78

absorption class C C C

slimline akustografie

sound absorption values - Akustografie

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) ohne 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,80 0,95 0,95
NRC 0,80 0,95 0,90
SAA 0,82 0,93 0,88

absorption class B A A

NOTE: Data sheets and individual values   are available for download on our website www.akustik-plus.com. 
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sound absorption values  - 8/2

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) - 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,75 0,90 0,95

NRC 0,80 0,95 0,90

SAA 0,79 0,93 0,89
absorption class C A A

sound absorption values  - 16/2

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) - 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,70 0,80 0,85
NRC 0,75 0,90 0,85
SAA 0,76 0,86 0,84

absorption class C B B

slimline 8/2

slimline 16/2
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sound absorption values  - 16/3

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) ohne 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,75 0,90 0,90
NRC 0,80 0,90 0,85
SAA 0,79 0,90 0,84

absorption class C A A

sound absorption values  - 16/4

(total) build up 216 mm

cavity (open) 150 mm

mineral wool 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs

αw 0,90
NRC 0,90
SAA 0,91

absorption class A

NOTE: Data sheets and individual values   are available for download on our website www.akustik-plus.com. 

slimline 16/4

slimline 16/3
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sound absorption values - 32/2

(total) build up 216 mm

cavity (open) 150 mm

mineral wool 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs

αw 0,60

NRC 0,70

SAA 0,70
absorption class C

sound absorption values - 32/3

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) - 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,60 0,65 0,65
NRC 0,70 0,75 0,70
SAA 0,71 0,73 0,71

absorption class C C C

slimline 32/2

slimline 32/3

42

sound absorption values - 32/4

(total) build up 216 mm

cavity (open) 150 mm

mineral wool 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs

αw 0,70
NRC 0,80
SAA 0,76

absorption class C

NOTE: Data sheets and individual values   are available for download on our website www.akustik-plus.com. 

VARIETY
SLIMLINE
 

slimline 32/4
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With STRIPES, we have added an irregular slit  
pattern to our slimline product range enriched by 
recurring rapport.

In the case of linear grids with identical slot  
spacing, it can occur during longer or closer the un-
wanted effect of a blurred slit image - the so-called 
moiré-effect.

The STRIPES grid successfully counteracts this 
optical phenomenon with its irregular slits.
This design is a good alternative to linear slits, es-
pecially in corridors or in narrow spaces.

sound absorption values - STRIPES

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) - 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,60 0,65 0,65
NRC 0,80 0,75 0,70
SAA 0,77 0,74 0,70

absorption class C C C

slimline STRIPES
acoustic panels

No moiré-effect
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QUADRUM BUSINESS 
CITY
VILNIUS | LITHUANIA

variant:  STRIPES [3]
core board: MDF black 
surface: European oak
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Our innovative panel:
slimline INVISIBLE elegantly combines proven acou-
stic functionality and optical aesthetics. 

The patented product has a 45 degree beveled slit. 
This creates a particularly homogeneous view. 
The acoustically effective drill holes on the back  
remain almost invisible to the viewer in the frontal 
view. The absorber technology can only be seen from 
an acute angle.

INVISIBLE thus provides a modern visual appearance 
combined with highly efficient soundabsorption. 

slimline INVISIBLE
acoustic panels

sound absorption values - INVISIBLE 16/3

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) - 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,60 0,65 0,65
NRC 0,80 0,75 0,70
SAA 0,77 0,74 0,70

absorption class C C C

oblique  design
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16/3 oak solid wood                                                                                                

core board:   MDF | solid wood 
    acoustically effective drilled 
    rear side with acoustic fleece (black) 

dimensions:   MDF:  2.784 x 192 mm 
      
    solid wood: ca. 3.000 x 192 mm  
      length deviations are possible due 
      to the material 
    other lengths upon request

total thickness:   MDF:  ca. 18 mm 
    solid wood: ca. 18 mm

surface:   veneer and decor according p. 78ff.
    other surfaces on request

fire classification:  Detailed information of each product can be found on our website, 
    or we will be shared with you on request.  
    
edges:    longitudinal edge:: groove & tongue connection 
    transverse edge: industrial saw cut

variants 

16/3 [2] STRIPES 3 [2]

Other versions 
on request. 

Technical specifications

32/3 [2]
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PARK HOUSE TUDublin 
DUBLIN | IRELAND

Paul O´Connell

slimline 16/3, lacquered

slimline 16/3, wood veneer oak, UV-lacquered



SUSTAINABLE 
PRODUCTS 
FOR
UNIQUE
PROJECTS.
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slimline GREEN



slimline GREEN
Produktinformation

LOW-EMISSION MATERIALS
Health and more quality of life - The topic of building biology thought for you. 
Formaldehyde in indoor air can lead to skin or respiratory irritation, allergies, etc.
We use for products with the addition GREEN low-emission finishing materials and 
thus contribute to the positive health assessment of indoor spaces.  

FIRE PROTECTION CERTIFIED
If required, we can offer you individual product variants in fire protection class B-s1, d0 
according to DIN EN 13501-1. 

VERSATILE  DESIGNS
slimline GREEN stands for variant diversity and always offers the perfect solution for your 
project. Various designs with different superstructures and surfaces are available for you to  
choose from. Discreet or striking - the choice is yours! 

ACOUSTICALLY  HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
An integrated absorber made of wood wool ensures perfect acoustics. 
The acoustic slats vary in absorber classes A, B and C depending on the total build-up. 
We will be happy to advise you in detail! 

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS
Wood stands for sustainability and thus for renewable raw materials. 

slimline GREEN
acoustic panels

With slimline GREEN, we have expanded our popular acoustic panels 
to include innovative and ecologically sustainable product variants. 
For projects in which, in addition to good room acoustics, particular 
importance is attached to sustainably produced and low-emission
finishing materials, we now offer a tailor-made solution.  
slimline GREEN stands for intelligent use of resources and embodies 
the value of sustainability.
The natural look harmonizes ideally with almost all visible elements, 
enhances interior concepts, and is an exemplary supplement to 
modern architectural trends.  
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dimensions:   2.940 x 192 mm 
    other lengths upon request

total thickness:   SOLID:  ca. 37 mm 
    VENEER: ca. 34 mm
    RELIEF:  ca. 40 mm

surface:   raw sanded or lacquered

core board:   multilayer wood | solid wood 

fire classification:  Detailed information of each product can be found on our website, 
    or we will be shared with you on request. 

formaldehyde:   low-emission product components

edges:    longitudinal edge:: groove & tongue connection 
    transverse edge: industrial saw cut

Technical specifications

Bringing nature 
back into 
interior design.
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cross bar

wood wool absorber 15 mm thick 

carrier bar

tongue 

groove

multilayer wood | counter layer 

veneer layer (e.g. European oak) 

Variety for your project! 
Whether European oak, Canadian maple 

or American walnut -  
we offer maximum design freedom.

surface examples
oak ash beech light oak

slimline GREEN
VENEER
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surface examples
UV-lacquered raw sanded

slimline GREEN
SOLID WOOD

cross bar

wood wool absorber 15 mm thick 

carrier bar

tongue 

groove

top layer of silver fir

Acoustics that are worth seeing.
A solid top layer on the panel 

puts the focus on the naturalness 
of the material.  
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For the installation of the slimline panels, traditional fastening systems such as battening or counter-battening 
can be used.  
The individual panels can either be fastened through the groove with mounting clips. We recommend the 
mounting clips made of specially hardened steel shown here.
The system is equally suitable for both wall and ceiling mounting.

If a non-combustible substructure is required for fire protection reasons, commercially available rails, e.g. from 
drywall construction, can be used. The mounting clips are then fastened with self-tapping sheet metal screws.
The acoustic panels can be installed either in the masonry bond or without offset. The installation system in the 
masonry bond makes it possible to install the panels with virtually no offsets. 
Depending on the size of the wall or ceiling area, we recommend that the narrow joints are laid with a distance 
of  2 - 3 mm, depending on the size of the wall or ceiling surface, so as not to hinder the material‘s longitudinal 
dilatation. 
Please refer to the installation and processing instructions on our website. 

detail horizontal mounting with mounting clip detail vertical mounting with mounting clip

Our mounting clips are exclusively designed for our acoustic products. 
They are made of hardened stainless steel and support the acoustic effectiveness.

no slipping thanks to 
mounting tips

hardend steel, 
extremely stable

compatible with 
any screw head

slimline accessories    
substructure and mounting for slimline acoustic panels 

content: 200 pcs./PU

usage:  10 pcs./m²
  for wood-based panels 

dimensions: 42 x 45 mm

material: stainless steel  

Mounting clips
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horizontal assembly in masonry bond

vertical mounting without joint offset
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GLUCKSMAN LIBRARY
LIMERICK | IRELAND

Burke Joinery Ltd.

slimline 16/3, wood veneer oak, UV-lacquered
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Jens Weber

WERNER-
HEISENBERG-
GYMNASIUM
GARCHING | GERMANY

proline / slimline 16/3, wood veneer oak, UV-lacquered



slimline 16/3, wood veneer oak, UV-lacquered

GUSTAV-HEINEMANN-GESAMTSCHULE 
ESSEN | GERMANY

Helin Bereket



CEILING-
ABSORBER

62

BAFFLE



dimension:   length: 2.768 mm
    width: 250 - 600 mm
    other dimensions on request

total thickness:   approx. 45 mm (depending on the build up)

surface:   veneer and decor according p. 78ff.
    other surfaces on request

core bord:   MDF 

fire classification:  Detailed information of each product can be found on our website, 
    or we will be shared with you on request. 

Technical specifications

slimline GREEN
Produktinformation

Baffle
ceiling absorber   

Baffles are vertically suspended acoustic panels that we offer 
both in standard format and individually configured. 
Especially in rooms with high ceilings, acoustic baffles are an 
excellent addition to acoustic wall cladding. 
The system is easy to install using a U-profile and is ideally 
suited for retrofitting without losing floor area. 
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8/8/38/8/3

measurement for:

• baffle 8/8/3 
• 2.000 x 250 x 34,5 mm 
• mid-layer: 25 mm 

wood wool absorber 
• 20 mm non-perfrated 

edge all around
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mounting

In the standard version we offer you a suitable U-profile made of galvanized steel, which is directly screwed 
directly to the ceiling. In the second work step, the baffle is placed on the mounting strip and fixed there later on. 
Alternatively, the elements can be mounted with a wire rope suspended from the ceiling.  

B
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your benefits

• no mineral fiber fly
• hole-free edges (select and 8/8/3)
• efficient special process for individual  

products at attractive prices

variants 

finest
classic
select
8/8/3

U-profile for 
hanging the 
baffle

mounting with 
threaded socket 
and wire rope 

(sample-) structure

integrated 
wood wool absorber

milled recess for 
insertion of the baffle 
into the mounting rail

MDF-core board 
(drilled)

hole-free edges
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GraphiX



Technical specifications

dimnsions:   max. 2.780 x 1.200 mm
    larger dimensions possible per image processing on several boards 

surface:   laminate, veneer, melamine  

core board:   MDF | gypsum

edges:    not processed, edge all around (according surface)  
    optional: groove and fold all around 

We transform images, typographies and logos into 
acoustically effective artwork. 
With a special process developed in-house and our 
innovative drilling technology, we set the highest 
standards in our industry. Suppliers of high-quality 
and exclusive interior design love this unique product.

GraphiX
Akustografie 

sound absorption values - akustografie

(total) build up 46 mm 216 mm 416 mm

cavity (open) ohne 150 mm 350 mm

mineral wool 30mm 50 mm 50 mm

panel thickness 16 mm 16 mm 16 mm

frequency [Hz]  αs  αs  αs

αw 0,80 0,95 0,95

NRC 0,80 0,95 0,90

SAA 0,82 0,93 0,88

absorption class B A A

sound absorption values

Audible design!

Akustografie´s are powerful absorbers. By incor-
porating larger hole diameters, the perforation 
patterns have a significantly larger open surface 
area than the microperforations commonly used in 
high-quality interior design. 

This means that highly effective A-absorbers 
with optimum sound absorption over the entire  
frequency range can be used in many installation 
situations.
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From blueprint to audible artwork.

Photographs, graphics or other 
artistic techniques are suitable 
as templates. Texts, symbols or 
logos can also be implemen-
ted. 
Bring individuality to your pro-
ject or take corporate design to 
the next level. 

We convert your requested 
image in a complex graphic 
process and calculate it down 
to exactly 3 colors. 

Each color is assigned exactly 
to one hole. 
In combination with the hole 
diameters 1.5/2.0/2.5 mm, the 
differentiated contrast percep-
tion of the perforation crea-
tes the characteristic overall 
image. 
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HAUS AM AEGI 
HANNOVER | GERMANY

Martin Henze

Each acoustography is to be considered as an individual project. 
In order to always offer our customers the desired result, we must therefore coordinate each motif in 
detail in the run-up to the project.

Important notice:
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GraphiX, Akustografie CPL



ACOUSTICS  
MEETS  DESIGN 

With a high-quality UV-print, we bring color into the 
interior. GraphiX offers you the possibility to have 
your acoustic elements individually printed. 

A highlight is the combination of the processes  
Akustografie and direct printing. Here, the initi-
al motif is printed onto the already drilled acoustic 
board. 

GraphiX
print 

Technical specifications

dimension:   max. 2.000 x 1.200 mm 
    larger dimensions possible per image processing on several boards 

surface:   laminate, veneer, melamine 
    Our recommendation: paintable laminate (e.g. P100W)

core baord:   MDF | gypsum

edges:    not processed, edge all around  (ABS | veneer) 
    optional: groove all around 

printing process:  UV direct printing (high-quality | resistant)

sound absorption values: according to the perforation 
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Akustografie & Direktdruck in Kombination

akustikplus
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SURFACES,
FIRE PROTECTION 
AND 
INFORMATION

74

TECHNIQUE



The selection of a suitable surface makes a 
significant contribution to the final appea-
rance of the acoustic elements and thus 
lends the project an individual touch. 
Whether natural wood surfaces, subtle 
shades of white or more intense colors -  
you decide! 
With our variety of surfaces, you enjoy a 
maximum design freedom and no longer 
need to make compromise on design.
Following you will find a selection of our 
veneers and decors.  

MAXIMUM FREEDOM 

OF DESIGN. 
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SURFACES
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Selected real wood veneers with plain or striking grain are particularly suitable for underlining the value and 
distinctiveness of our acoustic elements. We will be happy to advise you on the selection of the veneer type that 
is particularly suitable for your premises.

American walnut

European oak

Canadian maple 

• our veneer sheets are 0.6 mm thick as standard  
(thickness in wet cut condition | tolerances due to shrinkage and swelling possible)

• 1.0 mm thick veneer can also be processed/perforated (thicker veneers on request)
• as a standard we process the following veneer quality:  

plain frieze from rift/half rift | quarter sliced | almost knotty 

Silver fir

Ash tree

Larch tree

Surfaces
veneer

veneer properties

veneer-selection

book matched  

The individual veneer strips are joi-

ned in mirrored pairs. 

With this technique, the unwinding 

of a tree in the veneer deck can be  

perfectly represented. 

slip matched  

In this technique, individual 
veneer strips are pushed off one 
after the other and joined to-
gether. The pushed unwinding is 
recommended if the veneer deck 
is to be colored in a further work 
step. 

mix-matched 

In this joining technique, individu-
al veneer strips are put together 
in random order and different 
widths. Due to the natural proper-
ties of wood, a variation of color 
and texture is created.

In addition to the actual veneer, the joining technique determines the final appearance of the veneer deck. 
Here you have the possibility to choose between the variants book matched, slip matched and mix-matched. 

Detailed information about veneer 
can be found in the download area 
on our website:  www.akustik-plus.com 
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joining techniques 
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6

Attract attention?
No problem, with 
colorful veneers!“

VENEER SPECIAL.

7



If you choose a veneer or solid wood variant for your acoustic elements, we also offer various surface finishes. 

I. UV-curing roller varnish
As standard, we offer a surface finish with UV-curing roller lacquer. This is applied by machine and protects 
the surface from external/mechanical influences such as scratches or scuffs. For various installation situations 
(e.g. a wall covering in a narrow and busy hallway), this surface finish is particularly recommended.      

II. UV-Blocker 
To counteract darkening, the material must be protected from direct sunlight. By a post-treatment with  
UV-blocker you have the possibility to protect the wall and ceilling claddings. 

III: Stained 
With the help of different stain tones, you can significantly change the character of the wood surfaces. 
For example, if a rustic look is desired, you can achieve this perfectly by using a darkening reaction stain on a 
silver fir.   

IV: Brushed
Please, see right page.  

Surfaces
veneer-finish
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NEW
BRUSHED.

For veneer from 0.6 mm thickness 
and solid wood variants, we also offer 
a brushed surface finish. 
With this finish, the natural look of 
the wood comes out even more and  
guarantees not only a noble look but 
also a high-quality haptics.  
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W908 ST2 
Basisweiß 

shades of white

shades of grey

Variety is also offered by our decor selection. We constantly have high-quality decors  in stock and can therefore 
offer very short delivery times, depending on the quantity. 
You can get our decors in the following finishes: 

• laminate (0,6 mm | 0,8 mm)
• microlayer 
• melamine coated MDF board  (16 mm | 19 mm) 

Below you will find a selection of our stock and order decors. 
Of course, we also offer other decor designs (not bound to one manufacturer).

P100W 
paintable SM

P100W is a high-quality (EGGER) laminate which can be 
painted individually. Colors according to RAL or NCS can be 
implemented without any problems. We use the laminate 
mainly for acoustic elements of our GraphiX product line, 
which are finished with UV-direct printing.  
We will be happy to advise you on this! 

W1300 ST9 
Polar white

W908 ST2
Basic white

W911 ST2
Cream white

W911 ST15
Cream white

W980 ST2
Platinum White

W980 ST15
Platinweiss

W1100 ST9
Alpine white

W1000 ST19 
Premium White

W908 ST2 
Basisweiß 

U963 ST9
Diamond gray

U775 ST9
White gray

U750 ST9
Taupe gray

U708 ST9
Light gray 

U707 ST9
Silk gray

U702 ST9
Cashmere gray

F509 ST2
Aluminum

U763 ST76 
Pearl gray

color shades

special decor

W908 ST2 
Basisweiß 

U328 ST9
Lipstick red

U533 ST9
Polar blue

U608 ST9
Pistachio green

U636 ST9
Fjord green

U626 ST9
Kiwi green

U363 ST9
Flamingo red

U107 ST9
Velvet yellow

U232 ST9
Nude apricot

Surfaces
color decors
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H1145 ST10 
Bardolino oak 
nature*

H1115 ST12 
Bamenda greige*

H1277 ST9  
Lakeland acacia 
light*

H1334 ST9 
Sorano oak 
natural light*

H1887 ST2 
Starnberg maple 
nature*

H3154 ST36 
Charleston Oak  
dark*

H3860 ST9 
Hard Maple 
Champagne*

H1511 ST15
Bavaria beech*

Additional information structures:
ST2: Smoothtouch Pearl
ST9: Smoothtouch Matt 
ST10: Deepskin Rough 
ST12: Omnipore Matt 
ST15: Smoothtouch Velvet 
ST16: Mineral Plaster 
ST36: Feelwood Brushed

H197 ST10 
old wood
nature*

H1387 ST10
Denver oak
graphite*

H3332 ST10
Nebraska oak 
grey*

H1920 ST9 
Beech Tyrol*

H1122 ST22
Whitewood*

Surfaces
wooden decors
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PROOFIRE
Competence in fire protection.

Acoustic elements with the addition PROOFIRE  
presenting highest fire protection properties.
They expand our proline and slimline products to 
include flame-retardant and non-combustible 
elements for wall and ceiling cladding. 
Both the configurable  proline acoustic boards 
and the slimline panels can be offered perforated 
or slotted and provide effective sound insulation.

 

The fire behavior of this product is classified with the 
following characteristics:
 
A2, B, C: classifies the fire behavior: A2 stands
for non-combustible, B and C for flame retardant.

s1, s2: The s stands for smoke and indicates the additio-
nal classification regarding to smoke development.
s1 stands for none/hardly smoke, s2 for a medium 
smoke development.

d0: the d stands for droplets and specifies the 
additional classification for burning 
dripping/falling off. 
The 0 stands for: no dripping.

Individual fire protection solutions:

 - flame retardant

- non-combustible
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core board:   gypsum | MDF
    acoustically effective drilled 
    rear side with acoustic fleece black 

dimensions (proline):  gypsum: max. 3.100 x 1.260 mm
    MDF:  max. 3.600 x 1.300 mm 
    
dimensions (slimline):  gypsum: max. 2.540 x 192 mm
    MDF:  max. 2.784 x 192 mm  

total thickness:   MDF:  approx. 16 mm 
    gypsum: 16,5 | 18,5 mm

surface:   veneer (UV-lacquered) | micro-CPL 

fire classification:  Detailed information of each product can be   
    found on our website, or we will be shared 
    with you on request. 

edges:    analog surfaces

Technical specifications
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MAXIMUM 
FIRE PROTECTION

ACOUSTIC
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE

SURFACE-
DIVERSITY

DIVERSE
FORMATS

MATCHING
EDGE 



PROOFIRE
core boards

 

material :  gypsum | white (colored through only on request)

wight:   bulk density 1,100 kg/m3, in practice up to 1,200 kg/m³
   → with thicknesses of 16.5 and 18.5 mm, the standard board weighs 
   (2.800 x 1.260 mm) between  13 - 22 kg/m2  
    
warpage behavior: lower warpage than MDF/span (assuming symmetrical structure) 
   length changes with temperature change: ≤ 0.02 mm/(mK)
   length changes with the change of the rel. humidity by 30% at 20°C: ≤ 0.6 

storage/installation:  with normal climatic conditions
   (please refer to our website for instructions) 

emissions:  harmless to health and low in emissions

material strength: surfaces  (Brinell): 20 N/mm2

   adhesive tensile strength: 0,6 N/mm2

   flexural strength: 4,2 N/mm2

   modulus of elasticit: 2.200 N/mm2

A2 core board 

PROOFIRE  elements can be offered with classic 
perforations as well as slits. 

The sound absorption values of the perfora-
ted or slotted elements are depending on the  
respective installation situation. 

Please refer to the product documentation on 
our website for more information. 
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COURT HOUSE 
SALZBURG | AUSTRIA

Lukas Schaller | Rainer Taepper
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proline finest, wood veneer oak, UV-lacquered



Absorber class
Acoustically effective products are assigned to one 
of the absorber classes A, B, C, D or E according to 
a procedure defined in DIN EN 11654. These clas-
ses are based on the respective evaluated sound 
absorption coefficient. The choice of class depends 
on the acoustic requirements of a room, because the 
materials in the various absorber classes are used to 
supplement/optimize the sound absorption alrea-
dy present in rooms, depending on the frequency.  
We offer our products in the following absorber 
classes:

A: highest absorbing 
 sound absorption coefficient αw: 0,90 - 1,0
B:  highly absorbing 
 sound absorption coefficient αw: 0,80 - 0,85
C:  high absorbing 
 sound absorption coefficient αw: 0,60 - 0,75

The material and the extent to which the acoustic 
elements are required depends on the type of use of 
a room. Since balanced room acoustics also requi-
res the reflection of sound waves, sound-reflecting 
acoustic panels are also produced, which are not 
classified. 

Alpha-P/αp(practical sound absorption coefficient)
To determine an exact αp-value, three consecutive  
αS -values are rounded to one αp-value each. An 
absorber measured from 100 to 5000 Hz thus has 6 
different αp-values (125, 250, 500, 1000, 2,000 and 
4,000 Hz).

Alpha-S / αs (third octave value)
The αs is a key figure for sound absorption and is 
specified precisely for a frequency range. Multiply-
ing the αs by 100 gives the sound absorption in %. 

A αs (500 Hz)=0,55 means 55% sound absorption in 
the mentioned frequency range. An accurate mea-
surement has a total of 18 different αs values  (100, 

125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1.000, 
1.250, 1.600, 2.000, 2.500, 3.150, 4.000, 5.000 Hz).

Alpha-W / αw (rated sound absorption level)
For the evaluation of αw the αs-values measured in 
thirds and αp-values converted to octaves are used.  
A so-called reference curve serves as an assistance. 
This is shifted vertically in prescribed steps (0.05) 
until the sum of the undershoots of the octave 
values is 0.10 max. The αw is then read off at 500 Hz. 

Building acoustics
Building acoustics is a branch of building physics 
that deals with the effect of structural conditions on 
the spreading of sound between different rooms or 
between the interior and exterior of the building. 

NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient)
The so-called NRC indicates the average value of 
the sound absorption of the third-octave values 250, 
500, 1,000 and 2,000 rounded to 0.05. 
An NRC of 0.80 therefore means an average sound 
absorption of 80% in the frequencies 250, 500, 
1,000 and 2,000 hertz. 

Reverberation chamber and method
A reverberation chamber describes a special labo-
ratory room whose walls reflect a high proportion of 
the sound waves that occur. As a rule, they achieve 
this by means of very smooth surfaces. This results 
in particularly long reverberation times in the entire 
frequency range in reverberation rooms. This rever-
beration time can be measured and compared with 
the values obtained when acoustic absorbers are in-
stalled in the same room. 
This so-called „reverberation room method“ is 
used to determine the frequency-dependent sound  
absorption coefficient. 
From the change in the reverberation time in the 
room, the sound absorption of a material/product 
can be determined by calculation. 

NOTES
acoustic-ABC
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Reverberation time  
The reverberation time indicates the time required 
for a sound event to become inaudible. It has a di-
rect influence on speech intelligibility in a room. This 
generally decreases with a corresponding increa-
se/lengthening of the reverberation time. By using 
acoustic elements, the reverberation time in the re-
spective rooms can be adjusted and optimized.   

SAA (Sound Absorption Average)
The SAA indicates the arithmetic mean value of the 
sound absorption over all third-octave values from 
200 to 2,500 hertz rounded to 0.01. An SAA of 0.82 
thus means an average sound absorption of 82% in 
the above frequency range.

Sound insulation vs. sound attenuation 
When talking about sound absorption, we mean the 
absorption of airborne sound by materials such as 
our acoustic elements. In this process, the impinging 
sound is converted into thermal energy. 
In building acoustics, on the other hand, the term 
„sound insulation“ is used to refer to the obstruction 
of sound spreading in adjacent rooms, houses, etc. 
The term „sound absorption“ is used to refer to the 
absorption of airborne sound by materials such as 
our acoustic elements.

Stain
With the help of different stain tones, you can signi-
ficantly change the character of your wood surfaces. 
For example, if a rustic look is desired, you can 
achieve this perfectly by using a darkening reaction 
stain on a silver fir.  

Sustainable arguments
Green-Thinking

FSC® / PEFC™

For us a company, the responsible use of natural resources mat-
ters. Thus, on request, customers can receive products from our 
company with proven origin from independently certified forests. 
The company akustikplus has a CoC certification (Chain-of-Cus-
tody) according to both FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) and 
PEFCTM (Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification 
Schemes) and can therefore also meet all national and internati-
onal requirements in this area.

Emission

akustikplus uses proven low-emission or emission-free raw materials.  
For a large number of products, we also have emission certificates for the com-
posite products, taking into  
account the surface opened by perforations and slits, which were issued by the 
WKI Institute.  
We will be pleased to provide you with the relevant certificates. TE
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NOTES
Installation and processing

Our acoustic elements are suitable for indoor use only. 
Before installation, ensure that the mounting surface 
is dry and the room humidity is reduced to a minimum.  
Due to the perforation and/or slitting, the surface is 
significantly enlarged, so that a change in humidity 
and climate can result in a dimensional change. 

The substructures and expansion joints must be  
adapted to this swelling and shrinkage behavior.  
Sufficient rear ventilation of the acoustic elements for 
climatic compensation must also be ensured. 
For detailed information, please refer to the respec-
tive documents in the download area of our website. 

Conditioning

Conditioning requires special attention. Conventional wood materials are hygroscopic, i.e. 
they absorb air humidity and release it again. This behavior is clearly shown by dimensio-
nal changes, which must be taken into account both during assembly and in the selection 
and number of fittings. In principle, the storage and processing conditions of the elements 
should correspond as closely as possible to the climate in which they will later be used. 
Before assembly, the products should be conditioned for a few days in the later premises 
under the later conditions of use. These recommendations must also be observed on con-
struction sites!

(Further) processing

Our products are based on wooden materials coated with decorative surfaces (except 
A1 or A2 core boards). Like wood-based materials, these can be processed without any  
problems, so that the general safety rules and processing principles for wood-based  
materials must be applied. 
We will be happy to support you with professional advice.

Transport and storage

Transport and storage of acoustic elements must be carried out in the original packaging 
or on flat and stable pallets. If the packaging is removed, the acoustic elements must be 
stored on full-surface and flat protective plates. 
Direct contact with the floor and/or exposure to sunlight must be avoided. The top element 
should always be covered with a protective plate of at least the same size. The acoustic 
elements must be stored in closed and dry storage rooms under normal climatic conditions 
(approx. 18 - 25 °C and 50 - 65 % relative humidity).

Handling

After removing the packaging and before processing, the acoustic elements must be  
checked for visible damage! Special care is required during transport and handling, as the 
elements may lose stability due to perforation/slitting compared to homogeneous board 
materials - depending on the component size. It must be avoided that the decor sides are 
shifted against each other or pulled over each other.
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On our website www.akustik-plus.com we have 
all information about our products for you. 
Here you will find data sheets, new references,  
current information and background knowledge 
on the subject of room acoustics.
A network map gives you an overview of part-
ners in your area. 

akustik plus Behringen GmbH & Co. KG 
Im Straßfeld 2 
99820 Hörselberg-Hainich 
Germany

For our product designs presented in the 
catalog, you will receive surface samples in 
various decors and real wood veneers as well 
as original superstructures.  

Please note that not all designs are available 
in all surfaces. 
We will be pleased to provide you with a list 
of our current sample collection.  Of course, 
we can also produce project-specific original 
samples in the desired finish and size upon 
your request. We usually only charge minor 
costs for this, which can be counterbalanced 
in the case of an order.

We support you in every phase of the planning 
and implementation of your projects. Whe-
ther on the phone, at your site or directly in the  
respective object - we are there for you. 
We also offer you and your colleagues training 
courses on the subject of acoustics and profes-
sional consulting sessions in our conference and 
meeting rooms - for small and larger groups.

We are an internationally operating company 
and networked worldwide. In many regions of 
Europe, we work together with locally based 
dealers and sales partners. Of course, you can 
send your inquiries to our central address. 
We will be happy to connect you to national or 
international sales and work out your individual 
project together with you. 

Inquiries 

info@akustik-plus.com 
anfrage@akustik-plus.com 
T: +49 (0) 36254 8659-0
F: +49 (0) 36254 8659-55
www.akustik-plus.com

Samples and sample box

Advice

Website

Service
Your reliable partner.

Your way to us:
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LVOVO  BUSINESS CENTER
VILNIUS | LITHUANIA

Leonas Garbačauskas

slimline 32/3, MDF black, wood veneer oak, UV-lacquered 



We are 
looking forward 
to your project.“
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HOURGLASS
AMSTERDAM | NETHERLANDS

Tom Elst

proline finest, wood veneer smoked oak, lacquered



akustik plus Behringen GmbH & Co. KG
Im Straßfeld 2
D - 99820 Hörselberg-Hainich

www.akustik-plus.com

Tel: +49 (0) 36254 8659-0
Fax:+49 (0) 36254 8659-55
info@akustik-plus.com

YOUR WAY
TO US

Acoustics made
visible


